Clearwave Corporation Utilizes Medicscan OCR Technology to Speed CheckIn, Diminish Data Entry Errors and Improve Revenue
Clearwave Corporation and Card Scanning Solutions (CSSN) have partnered to provide optical
character reading (OCR) technology on all of Clearwave’s healthcare kiosks. This technology
will allow patients to scan a driver license or insurance card, which is then automatically
populated into a healthcare organization’spractice management system or hospital information
system.
Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) April 21, 2011 -- Through the use of the Medicscan® OCR technology provided
by CSSN, patients no longer need to manually enter demographic information and healthcare organizations
receive clean data, which helps to improve revenue, lower claims denials and bad debt.
When a patient scans a driver license or insurance card through a Clearwave kiosk, Medicscan® OCR parses
the data and allows Clearwave to then access the information to identify the patient and, regardless of insurance
carrier, conduct real-time eligibility verification. Clearwave then populates the insurance verification
information into the organization’s back-end system for billing and claims submittal purposes.
“A major factor in claim denials and lost revenue involves data entry errors and incorrect patient information. If
we can improve the quality of the patient data that an organization uses for billing and claims submittal, we can
significantly impact an organization’s bottom line,” said Gerard White, CEO for Clearwave. “Card Scanning
Solutions is only one of two companies in the country that has this advanced optical character recognition
technology so we knew right away that they were the perfect fit to enhance our solution.”
“Our solution, MedicScan®, scans medical cards and driver’s licenses from all 50 states as well as from various
other countries and converts text and images into a database or file so the healthcare industry is a benefactor of
our solution because at present, manual processes are still being used,” said Michael Jordan, Manager of Sales
and Business Development for CSSN. “We are happy to count Clearwave as an advocate for our technology
because their vision for improving the efficiency and productivity of the healthcare industry is one that we
believe is worthwhile and beneficial.”
About Card Scanning Solutions
Card Scanning Solutions is the leading developer of image processing solutions. Its product line, include
Medicscan®, IdScan®, and SnapShell®, is used by top security and government agencies, hospitals, medical
clinics, and pharmacies around the world. Recognized for its cutting edge technology, it assimilates high
product accuracy, cost efficiency and the ability to improve customer service applications while reducing losses
due to fraud. Card Scanning Solutions is the go-to choice of the major industries for enhanced identification and
scanning services in the post 9/11 era. www.card-reader.com
About Clearwave Corporation
Clearwave is headquartered in Atlanta, GA. The company is a premier network provider in Patient Information
Exchange software. Clearwave's Patient Information Exchange software integrates with healthcare provider's
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existing systems and processes to verify patient demographics, insurance and payment information resulting in
improved cash flow and administrative processes while enhancing the patient experience. Please visit
www.clearwaveinc.com for more information.
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Contact Information
Celeste Monzon
Card Scanning Solutions
http://www.card-reader.com
2138672625
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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